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5

Abstract6

In this report, pole placement controller has been developed for hydraulic semi-active force7

adjustable damper: 2DOF quarter car model together with 5th order differential equations of8

damper model is considered. For the purpose of minimizing the car body vertical acceleration9

in order to improve the ride quality of the car the controller is developed. Four states were10

investigated. The car body displacement, car body velocity, wheel displacement and wheel11

velocity. Controllability and stability analysis were performed for the open-loop non-linear12

and linearized model which lead to the necessity of developing the controller as open-loop13

system appeared to be unstable. Various control theories on suspension system were14

investigated in this report, where the challenging part is to improve riding quality while15

maintaining good handling characteristics subject to different road profile. While developing16

the pole placement controller, the closed â??”loop poles were to be placed for both rebound17

and compression models of the system via MATLAB software. Through simulation, the18

developed controller proved to be achieving the aims of this project by minimizing the car19

body vertical acceleration consequently ride quality and comfort can be achieved.20

21

Index terms— wheel velocity, non-linear, MATLAB software.22
Abstract-In this report, pole placement controller has been developed for hydraulic semi-active force adjustable23

damper: 2DOF quarter car model together with 5 th order differential equations of damper model is considered.24
For the purpose of minimizing the car body vertical acceleration in order to improve the ride quality of the25
car the controller is developed. Four states were investigated. The car body displacement, car body velocity,26
wheel displacement and wheel velocity. Controllability and stability analysis were performed for the open-loop27
non-linear and linearized model which lead to the necessity of developing the controller as open-loop system28
appeared to be unstable. Various control theories on suspension system were investigated in this report, where29
the challenging part is to improve riding quality while maintaining good handling characteristics subject to30
different road profile. While developing the pole placement controller, the closedloop poles were to be placed for31
both rebound and compression models of the system via MATLAB software. Through simulation, the developed32
controller proved to be achieving the aims of this project by minimizing the car body vertical acceleration33
consequently ride quality and comfort can be achieved.34

1 I.35

introduction a) Review ehicle suspension system is one of the most parts in a vehicle. It plays a significant36
role in physically separating the vehicle’s body from the wheels. Hence it supports the vehicle weight, isolate37
the vehicle body from the wheels. Hence it supports the vehicle weight, isolate the vehicle body from road38
disturbance and also maintain the traction force between the tire and the road surface (Sam, 2006). A popular39
and complex problem appears when designing passive vehicle suspension system is the criteria of the system40
whether it is designed for vehicle handling performance or for passenger ride comfort. When the design of the41
passive suspension system focuses on increasing the passenger comfort, it’s also decreasing the vehicle’s abilities42
to handle road disturbances.43
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7 II. ACTIVE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

2 b) Problem Statement44

Passive suspension system is commonly used in passenger’s vehicles. The main problem for passive suspension45
system is the inability give comfort to the passengers without sacrificing the traction force between the tire and46
the road. Figure (1) describes the relationship between ride quality and vehicle stability or handling performance47
in a vehicle’s passive suspension system. In a addition to that, the performance of a passive suspension system48
is variable subject to road profile and added passengers weight. That is because the damping force of a passive49
suspension system is fixed and not adjustable as it has a fixed spring constant and damping coefficient. In this50
project, hydraulic semiactive suspension system is used with an adjustable damping force.51

The main focus is to make the vehicle passenger feel more comfortable without sacrificing the vehicle handling52
abilities.53

3 c) Objectives of the project54

4 d) Methodology55

Methodology in conducting project contains a number of steps that must be followed properly in order to achieve56
project’s objectives.57

At the beginning, information is to be collected about the project either by literature review or supervision58
and/co-supervisor’s about researching.59

Mathematical model is then developed using dynamic motion equation is two mass system with a spring and60
an adjustable force damper.61

After that, MATLAB software is implemented in the system to analyze system stability and to design the62
controller as well.63

Then controller will b collected to the system which will allow both the system and controller to communicate64
with each other as overall system integration.65

Finally, testing analysis in performed where of both precision and accuracy is required in order to66

5 b) What is Modeling and Simulation?67

Modeling is developing a level of understanding of the interaction between the system as a whole and some68
parts in it (Bellinger, 2004). A promote an understanding of the model intends to real system by simplified69
representation of a system at some particular point in time or space , where simulation is the of a model in70
such a way that it operates under certain control commands to compress it, thus enabling one to perceive the71
interactions that would not otherwise be apparent.72

6 c) Vehicle Suspension System73

Such a system that contains springs, shock absorber and linkages that connect the wheel to the vehicle body and74
allows relative motion between the two is called a suspension system (Jazar, 2008). There are three categories of75
suspension system which are active, semi-active and passive suspension systems. This criteria deepen upon the76
external power input and/or the control band width into the system.77

i. Passive suspension system For a passive suspension system, the damping criteria (spring constant and78
damping coefficient) are fixed since it consists of non-controlled spring and shock-absorbing damper. Those two79
elements which are the energy dissipating element (damper) with a fixed -size orifice, and the energy-storing80
element (spring stiffness) cannot supply energy to the system 9such as fixed -size orifice generates a damping81
force that is only dependent on the relative velocity of the suspension system), therefore it cannot provide enough82
control force to improve the handling performance and ride quality for different road disturbances.83

To achieve the desired ride characteristics, passive suspension system limits the relative velocity of the sprung84
mass (car body) and the un sprung mass (wheel) to control the motion. This is done by placing some type of85
damping element between the body and the wheels of the vehicle, such as hydraulic shock absorber. Properties86
of the conventional shock absorber establish the trade off between isolating the car body and from the road87
disturbances to achieve ride quality which is achieved with a soft damping (larger suspension deflection) and at88
the same time maintaining good wheel-road contact by using hard damping (not allowing unnecessary suspension89
defection). These parameters are coupled and conflicting. That is, by using a soft damping , it will limit the90
body acceleration for a comfortable ride , but this reduces the handling performance by allowing more variation91
in the tire-road contact force. On the other hand, to improve handling it is desirable to minimize the relative92
velocity by designing a stiffer or higher rate shock absorber. This stiffness increases the body acceleration but93
at the same time it decreases the ride quality performance, detract what is considered being good characteristics94
(Sam, 2006).95

7 ii. Active suspension system96

The main difference between passive and active suspension system is that active suspension has the ability to97
supply energy to the system as well as store and dissipate it. Crolla (1988) has categorized the active suspension98
into two; the low bandwidth (soft) active suspension and the high bandwidth (stiff) active suspension (Sam,99
2006). In low bandwidth active suspensions, an actuator is placed in series with the damper and the spring;100
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thus, Wheel hop motion is controlled passively by the damper. Therefore, ride quality is only improved in low-101
bandwidth active suspension whereas in high-bandwidth active suspension, the actuator is places in parallel with102
the damper and the spring. High bandwidth active suspension differs from low-bandwidth in controlling both103
the body motion as well as the wheel hop since the actuator links the un sprung mass to the body.104

Therefore, it can improve both handling performance and ride quality simultaneously. Most studies on active105
suspension system utilize the highbandwidth type.106

to be fully active system or a semi active system. In semi-active suspension system a varying damping force is107
used as a control force. For example, an electrorheological (ER) damper or a magneto-rheological (MR) damper108
applies various level of electrical or magnetic field that causes the various viscosities of the ER or MR fluid. In a109
hydraulic continuous-damping control (CDC), which is modeled in y thesis, the damper varies the size of an orifice110
in the hydraulic flow valve driven by a solenoid or stepper motor that is to generate the desired damping forces.111
To compare between a semi-active and fully active suspension, the weight and cost of a fully active suspension112
is an obstacle in medium size car since it produces the control force with a separate hydraulic-pneumatic unit.113
A semi-active suspension is simple, consumes less energy than an active suspension an active suspension and114
provides better vibration isolation capability than a passive suspension at the body mass resonant frequency.115

Two types of dampers are used in a semiactive damper which are the two state dampers and the continuous116
variable dampers. In the two state dampers, there is a rapid switching in state under a closed-loop control. As117
for the damper to perform its function of damping the body motion. It is necessary to apply a force that is118
proportional to the sprung mass velocity. The damper is switched to high state if the body velocity is in the119
same direction as the damper velocity and switch to low state is the two velocities are in the opposite direction120
as in this state, the damper is transmitting the input force rather than dissipating energy. The disadvantage of121
this system is that the rapid switching between states when there are high-velocities generates high -frequency122
harmonics which lead to undesirable noise (Hasan, 2010).123

The characteristic of the continuous variable dampers can be rapidly changed over a wide range. If both124
damper and body velocity in the same direction, the damper force is controlled to emulate the skyhook damper125
while if the two velocities are opposite to each other, the damper is switched to its lower rate, which is the closest126
it will get to the ideal skyhook force. This system has a disadvantage of the difficulty to find devices that have the127
capability to generate high force at low velocity and low force at high velocity and the rapid changing between128
those two states. ??Hasan, ??0d10)129

8 d) Magneto-Rheological (MR) Damper130

MR dampers are classified as semi-active dampers. MR fluids are widely spreading in industrial applications such131
as car suspension, seat suspension, washing machine vibration control and bridge vibration control. MR dampers132
have been recognized as having a number of attractive characteristics for use in vibration control applications.133
The fluid properties of MR dampers are not sensitive to contaminates which make MR dampers relatively not134
expensive to manufacture. In addition to that, MR dampers are reliable, stable and required less power (20-50135
Watts) to operate. Because by varying the magnetic field strength can adjust the damping force, so there is136
no need for mechanical valves which makes the device high reliable. Additionally, the fluid itself responds in137
milliseconds, allowing the development of devices with a high bandwidth (Laura M. Jansen, 2000).138

9 e) Vehicle Suspension System Control Strategies139

This subchapter investigates the various control strategies that have been proposed by numerous researchers to140
improve the trade-off between ride comfort and handling performance. The search included the areas of semi-141
active control, MR fluid devices and semi-active dampers. In the following, some of these control approaches will142
be presented.143

10 i. Skyhook control144

The skyhook control strategy was introduced by karnopp in 1974 (D.C. ??arnop, 1974), which considered as one145
of the most effective control theory in terms of the simplicity of the control algorithm. Basically, the idea of the146
skyhook control is linking the sprung mass (vehicle body mass) to the stationary sky by controllable ’skyhook’147
damper, which can reduce the vertical vibrations by road disturbance as well as generate the controllable force148
(fskyhook). In their original work, it uses only one inertia damper between the inertia frame and the body mass.149
Practically , the skyhook control law was designed get an approximation of the force that can be generated by a150
damper fixed to an inertial reference as the ’sky’.151

The skyhook control strategy plays an important role in significantly reducing the resonant peak of the sprung152
mass so a good ride quality would be achieved. But, in order to improve ride quality and handling performance of153
the vehicle as well, both of the resonant peaks of sprung mass and unsprung mass need to be reduced. However,154
the skyhook damper alone cannot reduce both of them simultaneously (Chen, 2009).155

(Ahmadian, 1997) discusses how advantageeous is using a skyhook damper for secondary suspensions. His156
study shows that the skyhook damper offers more control at one body at expense of less control on the other157
body. Furthermore, he also introduces hybrid control which is an alternative semiactive control policy that can158
provide better control of both bodies.159
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17 . CONTROLLABILITY AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF REBOUND
MODEL

11 ii. Semi-active suspension160

Ahmadian, in his study on 1993 (Ahmadian, 1993) examines the effects of semi-active damping on class 8 trucks.161
Under various damper configurations, the truck was tested on both city streets and highway. It was proven in162
his study that a configuration of placing semiactive dampers on the front axle and passive dampers on the rear163
axle is better than placing semi-active164

12 Development of Controller for Te in Force Adjustable165

Damper166

Global Journal of Researches in Engineering ( ) Volume XVI Issue II Version I dampers on the rear and passive167
dampers on the front axle. As for the ride quality, the result shows nearly equality between placing semi-active168
dampers on the front axle and passive dampers on the rear axle and placing semi-active dampers on all axles.169

In a paper by Yi Chen, he proposed a skyhook surface sliding mode control to the control a semi-active vehicle170
suspension system for its ride comfort enhancement, in his simulation of the two degree of freedom dynamic171
model, the results were showing that there was an enhanced level of ride comfort for the vehicle semi-active172
suspension system with the skyhook surface sliding mode controller (Chen, 2009).173

13 Chapter 3 a) Introduction and Methodology Process174

This chapter discusses in details the modeling and simulation of the non-linear semi active suspension system,175
linearization of the sytem to obtain the statespace model, analysis of the stability and controllability of the176
linearized system. Finally, the chapter presents the controller design and simulation.177

14 b) DOF Quarter car model of the non-linear system ??????178

The quarter car model is of the 5 th order, here are the equations of motion describing the dynamics of the179
system: ????????.. ?????????.. Where:180

= car body mass = car body acceleration = Coil spring constant = tire mass = tire acceleration = tire spring181
constant = road displacement (road profile) f (v,c) = adjustable damping force of the semi-active damper182

The adjustable damping force is a function of the relative velocity of the body and the tire (v=?????.) and183
the number of clicks (c), it is obtained by curve fitting method of the following graph:184

The model of the damper is different in rebound and compression, in case of rebound, the relative velocity of185
the body and tire is going to be positive; the damper model (5 th order) is going to be: ????????????????????..186
?????????????????.187

While in case of compression, the relative velocity of the body and tire is negative; the damper model (5 th188
order) is:189

Reference: (the 5 th order damper model was given to me by my co-supervisor Dr. Fadly Jashi Darvison Bin190
Ridhuan Siradj)191

c) The state space representation of the non-linear system By letting are going to be the states of the plant,192
the following table describes the normal parameter values used in simulation; the values are approximations of193
an average car suspension system.194

15 d) Linearization of the non-linear model195

In this section, we are trying to find the linear approximation of the state space model at the local stability points196
(equilibrium points)197

16 e) Controllability and Stability Analysis of the Linearized198

Model199

In this section, controllability and stability analysis is performed to check whether the new linearized model is200
stable and controllable.201

i202

17 . Controllability and Stability Analysis of Rebound Model203

An important matter is to check whether the open loop system (without any control 0 is stable. To do that,204
all we need to do is to get the eigenvalues of matrix A, such that those eigenvalues are the poles of the transfer205
function. To get he transfer function poles, we can simply type -in the MATLAB command eig (A). Figure (11)206
shows open-loop eigenvalues.207

We notice that the open -loop system is unstable since it consists of two poles on the right -half plane.208
A system is controllable if there exists a control input that transfers any state of the system to zero in finite209

time (Introduction: State-Space Methods for Controller Design). Controllability can be proven if and only if the210
rank of the controllability matrix equals the number of states (Introduction: State-Space Methods for Controller211
Design). Figure (12) shows (12) shows the controllability of the system:212

ii.213
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18 Controllability and Stability analysis of compression model214

We can perform the same analysis for the compression model to check whether the open loop system (without any215
control) is stable. To do that, all we need to do is to get the eigenvalues of matrix A, such that those eigenvalues216
are the poles of the transfer function. To get the transfer function. To get the transfer function poles, we can217
simply type in the MATILAB command eig(A). Figure (13) shows the system eignevalues.218

19 f) Controller Design Using Pole Placement219

Pole placement control method is the placing of the closed-loop poles of a plant in pre-determined locations in220
the s-plane (Sontag, 1988). The location of the poles plays significant role in controlling the characteristics of the221
system response. In order to implement this method, the system must be controllable which has been already222
proven in previous sub-sections (3.4.1 and 3.4.2).223

In the controller design, we are going to assume a zero reference (r=0), as the controller would be a regulating224
controller which stabilizes the system and minimizes the overshoot and settling time of the car body vertical225
acceleration (x2). The control input of pole placement control (u=-kx), sour state space equations would be226
X=(A-BK)x227

20 Y= (C-DK)x i. Controller Design Using Pole Placement for228

rebound229

Suppose the criteria of the controller were settling time (Ts <0.4 sec) and overshoot (P0%<7%)from these230
two factors, we can obtain two poles by solving the second order transient response equation: ?????????????231
?????????????.232

By solving equation ( ??7) , we can obtain the first two pole placement method P1 = -10 + 12i P2 = -10 -12i233
As for the other two poles, they can be placed at -57 and -58 with the consideration of two important factors: 1.234
Not to choose the closed loop poles far away the open loop poles, otherwise it will demand high control control235
effort. 2. Not to choose the closed loop poles very negative, otherwise the system will be fast reacting (i.e. it will236
have a small time constant), as a consequence, it will lead to the amplification of noise and large control effort.237
Moreover, all of the four poles can be changed depending on what the closed-loop response would be; hence, the238
selection of poles has a disadvantage of spending time and effort to obtain the obtain the optimal solution which239
achieves the minimum overshoot of the body vertical acceleration. However, the previous selection is our final240
one since it achieves our goal, we would see that in the simulation and results section. MATLAB was used to241
obtain the controller gain K.242

ii. Controller Design Using Pole Placement for compression Suppose the criteria of the controller were settling243
time (Ts <o.2 sec), and overshoot (P0%<9%), from these two factors, we can obtain two poles by solving the244
second order transient response equation:245

As for the other two poles, they can be placed at -57 and -58; the controller gain for compression is obtained246
using MATLAB. ??= [73.6563 936.2196 -859.9053]247

21 g) Simulation and results248

In this section, we will present our data and results for non-linear system model in both rebound and compression.249
In addition to that, results and simulations of the closed -loop linearized model after adding the pole placement250
control in both rebound and compression.251

22 i. Simulation of non-linear model252

In figure (15) the block diagram represents equations (3), ( ??), ( ??), (7) and ( ??) which describes the non-linear253
model in case of rebound.254

Figure ??16) shows the non-linear model in case of rebound is unstable, as the vertical acceleration which255
we need to minimize goes to an extreme large value which is multiplied by 10 17 in (m/s2), which makes it a256
challenge to develop the controller to stabilize the system and minimizes the car body vertical acceleration.257

As in case of compression, figure (17) show the block diagram which describes equations ( ??), ( ??), ( ??),258
(7) and (8).259

We notice from figure (18) that the system is unstable as well in case of compression, it is obvious that the260
current model need to be controlled, otherwise it would be dangerous to ride in a car consisting of an unstable261
suspension system where the vertical acceleration goes to around (9 x 10 7 g)262

23 ii. Simulation of closed -loop linearized model263

This subsection presents the results and simulation after adding the pole placement controller to the system. By264
referring to section (3.5.1) and (3.5.2). We can see that the pole placement control gain has been obtained in265
both rebound and compression cases.266

In figure (19), the block diagram shows the building of SIMULINK blocks after adding the pole placement267
gain K and after linearization of the system as well.268
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29 IV. ACCELEROMETER

We can see from the above figures (figure (Error! Reference source not found ) and figure (21) how adding269
the pole placement control stabilizes the system, where we can see the car body vertical acceleration has been270
obviously minimized. Hence, ride quality is achieved. Furthermore, the settling time and overshoot are being271
significantly minimizes.272

24 h) Summary of chapter three273

At the beginning of this chapter 5 th order differential equations describing the car suspension system have been274
modeled, the 5 th order model has been linearized to1st order model after that. Stability and controllability275
tests wetr conducted for the new model. Then a pole placement controller was designed for both rebound and276
compression force of the semi-active damper, finally, simulation and results were presented at the end of this277
chapter. In a conclusion, all different suspension systems have been studied. Advantages of using a semi-active278
suspension system were clearly stated over using passive or active suspension system. Various control theories279
were investigated. The model was nonlinear which required lengthy calculations to linearize it using equilibrium280
(operating) points. Pole placement controller has been implemented. MATLAB software was used to:281

? Model the non-linear system using block diagram in SIMULINK ? Stability and controllability analysis282
using MATLAB command window ? Develop the pole placement controller using command window ? Obtain283
the scope of closed -loop system using SIMULINK From the results of MALTLAB simulation, implementation284
of the pole placement controller indeed improves the performance of the system due to the decrease in settling285
time and overshoots percentage which will reduce body vertical acceleration and improve ride quality.286

During the project there were some problems encountered, modeling of a non-linear system where the damper’s287
model is in the 5 th order was tedious which required a lot of time and effort. MATLAB errors were hard to288
overcome and required weeks of research to find people encountered similar errors. As for the current time, the289
scope of this project focuses only in designing the controller for the suspension system and evaluates it using290
MATLAB software. For the second part, the project will continue on the implementation of controlling the force291
adjustable damper, so that the experiments can be conducted including simulations and codes. An advantage of292
my project is that TEIN force adjustable damper has been developed and ready to be used in the lab.293

25 b) Bills of Materials294

26 Components295

Quantity Price ??2), there is a piston moving within an oil filled tube as the car suspension moves. As the piston296
moves either up or down, the oil flows through an orifice in the piston. A big orifice opening leads to low damping297
and vise versa. The damper has a knob on it that can be connected to a stepper motor with a series of click to298
adjust soft to hard damping.299

27 ii. Stepper motor300

The step motor in figure ( ??3) is mounted on the damper’s knob to control the damping stiffiness. It can be301
connected to the controller through a motor driver because the controller might bum if connected directly to a302
motor.303

28 iii. Motor driver (L298N)304

In order to control the large amount of current flow of the stepper motor, a high current motor driver is used305
which is (L298N). The L298 is a high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver.306

29 iv. Accelerometer307

A one -dimensional accelerometer in figure (25) can be used to measure vertical acceleration. 1308

1© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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